A NOTE FROM THE PRESIDENT

Thank you for your steadfast support of Bethel College in Fiscal Year 2019. You led us to our highest Bethel College Fund giving in the history of the college! You changed the lives of our students, you made possible the ongoing operations of the college, and you helped us carry out our mission of preparing students for meaningful lives of work and service. I look forward to continued conversation with you about the future of Bethel College.

Jon C. Gering

MISSION

Bethel College
prepares students for meaningful lives of work and service through faith formation, the liberal arts, and practical experience in career pathways.

VISION

Bethel College
graduates students who increase human flourishing (shalom) in society by owning and enacting their faith, demonstrating compassion for the powerless, engaging in critical thought, and bringing value to the workplace.

VALUES

High standards and expectations
FOR BEHAVIOR AND PERFORMANCE IN ALL DIMENSIONS OF CAMPUS LIFE

Peace and justice
THAT SEEK FAIR AND EQUITABLE TREATMENT FOR ALL MEMBERS OF SOCIETY

Dialogue
THAT TRANSFORMS CONFLICT WITHIN COMMUNITIES WHERE THERE ARE DIFFERENCES IN OPINION AND UNDERSTANDING

Vocational discernment
THAT HELPS STUDENTS IDENTIFY THEIR CALLING AND GOD’S PURPOSE FOR THEIR PROFESSIONAL LIVES

Holistic wellness
THROUGH A BALANCE OF MENTAL, PHYSICAL, AND SPIRITUAL PRACTICES

Creative approaches
FOR LIVING HARMONIOUSLY WITHIN A CONSTANTLY CHANGING WORLD AND WORKPLACE

Community with global consciousness
THAT CHERISHES SOCIAL CONNECTIVITY, SHARED ENDEAVORS, AND INTERGENERATIONAL LIVING
You and our other dedicated donors are amazing!

The 2018-19 fiscal year was one to celebrate, thanks to the many alumni and friends of Bethel College. You helped us set an all-time record for gifts received in the Bethel College Fund, at just under our goal of $1.7 million. That extraordinary financial support resulted in many life-shaping experiences for our students. One 2019 graduate reflected, “My time here at Bethel has allowed me to grow in more ways than I could have imagined. This is all possible because of my close relationship with my professors. I know that they truly care about me and that they want me to have the best education possible.”

The 2019-20 fiscal year provides exciting opportunities for growth and change. As we work toward our goal of $1.734 million for the Bethel College Fund, and make significant progress on the Engage the Future campaign, the Office of Institutional Advancement aims to increase donor retention and our alumni financial participation rate, and to continue building and cultivating relationships with all who support Bethel College.

One change this fiscal year is an update to our giving societies. We have simplified the giving levels recognized and have modified the benefits for these groups. Of particular note is the change in who receives a Bethel College calendar, as well as creation of our Gold Group to encourage younger donors.

Again, thank you for all you do and have done to support Bethel College students who are being prepared for meaningful lives of work and service through faith formation, the liberal arts, and practical experience in career pathways.

ADVANCEMENT STAFF

BRAD KOHLMAN ’07
Vice President for Institutional Advancement

CINDY BETH ’80
Advancement Office Assistant

ASHLEIGH HOLLIS
Director of Annual Giving

GARRETT WHORTON ’07
Director of Development

GRETA HIEBERT ’86
Development Office Assistant

BRAD SCHMIDT ’88
Director of Alumni Engagement

BEN LICHTI ’03
Coordinator of Alumni and Church Relations
The Bethel College Fund impacts every element of the student experience, including student scholarships, academic programs, student life services, faculty and staff development, library resources, lab equipment and facility maintenance.

**BETHEL COLLEGE DONOR GROUPS FOR FISCAL YEAR 2020 (JULY 1, 2019-JUNE 30, 2020)**

**PRESIDENT’S CIRCLE**
$5,000 + DONATION TO THE BETHEL COLLEGE FUND DURING THE FISCAL YEAR
- Invitations to President’s Circle events (3-5 per year)
- Invitation to Thresher Thanks event
- Bethel College calendar

**HARVEST CLUB**
$1,000 + DONATION TO BETHEL COLLEGE FOR ANY DESIGNATION DURING THE FISCAL YEAR
- Invitation to Thresher Thanks event
- Bethel College calendar

**GOLD GROUP** (graduates from the past decade)
$500 + DONATION TO THE BETHEL COLLEGE FUND DURING THE FISCAL YEAR UP TO YOUR 10TH REUNION YEAR
- Invitations to President’s Circle events
- Invitation to Thresher Thanks event
$100 + DONATION TO BETHEL COLLEGE FOR ANY DESIGNATION DURING THE FISCAL YEAR UP TO YOUR 5TH REUNION YEAR
- Invitation to Thresher Thanks event

**HERITAGE ROLL OF HONOR**
INDIVIDUALS AND FAMILIES WHO HAVE MADE LEGACY GIFTS KNOWN TO BETHEL COLLEGE
- Invitation to Heritage Roll of Honor event
- Invitation to Thresher Thanks event
- Bethel College calendar
FY 2018-19

BY THE NUMBERS

$3.4 MILLION  TOTAL GIFTS AND SUPPORT TO THE COLLEGE ($3,427,555.60)

1,830  TOTAL NUMBER OF DONORS

40%  2019 GRADUATES PARTICIPATING IN CLASS GIFT FOR CAMPUS LIGHTING

THE BETHEL COLLEGE FUND RAISES 16% OF THE ANNUAL OPERATING BUDGET

67%  OF TOTAL GIVING IS FROM ALUMNI

492 DONORS  MADE A GIFT OF $1,000 OR MORE

$1.6 MILLION  HIGHEST BETHEL COLLEGE FUND GIVING IN HISTORY BY 1,187 DONORS

18%  OF LIVING GRADUATES ARE GIVING BACK TO THEIR ALMA MATER

93 DONORS GAVE A GIFT OF $5,000 OR MORE TO THE BETHEL COLLEGE FUND TOTALING MORE THAN $1.1 MILLION

TOP 5 MAJORS FOR BETHEL IN THE LAST 5 YEARS:
NURSING, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION, BIOLOGY, SOCIAL WORK, HEALTH & PHYSICAL EDUCATION
LIST OF DONORS

In this report, we have listed those who have given a gift to the college during the 2018-19 fiscal year (July 1-June 30). Each gift is important to student success and ensures the existence of ongoing programs at Bethel College.

President’s Circle donors contribute $5,000 or more annually in unrestricted gifts to the Bethel College Fund. The names of these individuals are in **bold type** in this year’s list.

Deceased individuals are designated with ++ behind their name.
I give to Bethel because I believe in the power that community and relationships have to transform people. I believe the unique Bethel context nurtures powerful relationships, and I myself was transformed by the relationships I made at Bethel and the intentional community I found myself a part of there. As a donor, I hope to support Bethel so that it may continue to grow as a place of transformative community.

**AUSTIN C. REGIER ’18**
Cynthia Doyle Perkins and James Perkins
Karla Krahn Drake and David Drake
Jeanne Dreier
Theodore and Karen Dreier
Otto and Florence Driedger
Roger and Sharon Duarte
Carol and Donley Duersken
David and Mary Duersken
Joseph Duersken
Philip and Norma Duersken
Roland and Mary Duersken
Darlene Dugan
LeeAnn and Daniel Duncan
James and Ann Dunn
Lawrence and Susan Dunn
Lurena Dunn
Michael Dunn and Kathy Neufeld Dunn
Edna and George Dyck
Gerald Dyck and T. Helga Edvardsen-Dyk
Paul I. Dyck++
Rudolph and Betty Dyck
Wally Dyck
Wilma Dyck
Bill and Esther Eash
Peter and Rachel Eash-Scott
Johann Eberhart and Mary Swartz
Nathan and Judy Ebersole
Carol Eck
Gerald and Marlene Eck
John and Latayne Eck
Janet Eckhardt
Ecumenical Project for International Cooperation
Eden Mennonite Church, Moundridge, Kan.
Eden’s Auto Sales
Byron and Janet Ediger
David and Kay Ediger
LaVon and Linda Ediger
Mark Ediger and Jocelyn Milner
Mary Ediger
Robert and Patricia Ediger
Edward Jones
Carl Edwards and Mark Stotler
Shelby and Ethel Edwards
Gudrun Eglitis
Marianne Eichelberger
Nathan Eighst
Christopher Eltzen
Florine Eltzen
Derek and Michelle Embry
Chuck and Sue Engel
Roger and Doris Engemann
Cloris Enns
Robert and Ruth Enns
Edna Ensz
Jim Ensz and Vicki Hinz-Ensz
Alden and Laura Entz
Arlyn Entz and Vanessa Bergman
Joan and Al Enz
Sharon Entz
Thurman and Marcene Enz
Alfred and Vera Epp
Berdon Epp
Bonnie Epp
Charlene Epp
Charlene Epp and Duncan Smith
Dianne Epp
E. LaVerne and Marilyn Epp
Edward Epp and Marilyn Johnson
Eldon Epp
Garrett Epp and Teresa Pruet-Epp
Mark Epp and Catherine Wissmer
Melvin and Sylvia Epp
Michael Epp
Ruth Epp
Vivian Epp
Waldeen and Janet Epp
Scott and Cynthia Erb
Eric Fisher Salon
Bernice and John Esau
Betty Esau
David and Aileen Esau
Eunice Esau
Louie Esau
Rex and Connie Esau
Christopher and Sheri Esau
Robert and Barbara Esau
Todd and Julie Esau
Zola Esau
eSponsorNow, Inc.
Everence Financial Advisors
Brian Ewert and Kathleen Rulka
Katherine Ewert
Warren and Joleen Ewert
William and Anna Ewert
Adam Ewy
Arnold and Melva Ewy
Douglas and Barbara Ewy
Lester Ewy++ and Elvera Voth
Excel Industries, Inc.
Expedite Animal Health
ExxonMobil Foundation
Judith and Butch Facemire
Faith Mennonite Church, Newton
Farmers National Company
Michael and Karen Farnell
Arlen Fast and Anne Ediger
Donald and Diane Fast
Evan and Kelli Fast
John and Jenny Fast
Larissa Fast
Leanna and Rudi Fast
Marlyn and Amanda Fast
Michelene and Bruce Fast
Katelyn Fatten
Marlene Faull
Bonnie Fey
Fidelia E. Plett Charitable Foundation
Fidelity Charitable Gift Fund
First Bank of Newton
First Mennonite Church, Beartice, Neb.
First Mennonite Church, Halstead, Kan.
First Mennonite Church, McPherson, Kan.
First Mennonite Church, Mountain Lake, Minn.
First Mennonite Church of Champaign-Urbana, Urbana, Ill.
First Mennonite Church of Christian, Moundridge, Kan.
First Mennonite Church, Reedley, Calif.
First Presbyterian Church
Cheryl Flaming
Elsie Flaming
Royce and Jennifer Flaming
Robert Flick
Anna Grace Flickinger
Calvin Flickinger
Daniel Flickinger
John Flickinger and Doug Basinger
Leland and Kathryn Flickinger
Mark Flickinger
Dennis and Diane Flickner
Flint Hills Design, LLC
Fort Hays State University
Larry Fowler
Todd and Shari Fox
Paul Fransen
Sharon Fransen and Jeffrey Landis
Joyce Franz
Rodney and Karen Franz
Larry and Connie Franz
Marion and Peter Franz
Keyra Frederick
Jerry and Myrtle Freeburne
FREMAR, LLC
Esther E. Frey++
Luella Deane Frey
Rod and LaDeen Frey
Samuel and Susan Frey
Sherwin Frey and Debra Fischer
Friesen Tool Company
Arlyce and Myron Friesen
Blaine and Karen Friesen
Carrie and Shannon Friesen
Charles and Patricia Friesen
Delmar and Ardena Friesen
Donna and Jerry Friesen
Duane and Elizabeth Friesen
Elmer Friesen
Gregg and Joanna Friesen
Harold and Catherine Friesen
Jacob and Jane Friesen
Jacob and Lola Friesen
Jay Friesen
Jennie Friesen
Joe and Lois Friesen
Larry Friesen and Donna June
Lauren and Janet Friesen
Melvin and Elizabeth Friesen
Otto and Lynnette Friesen
Paul and Amanda Friesen
Phil Friesen and Lisa Lister
Richard Friesen and Dorothy Nickel Friesen
Rubena Friesen
Steven Friesen and Monta Lee Dabin
Walter and Carol Friesen
Dennis and Michelle Friesen-Carper
Donna Froese
Toshihiro and Connie Fukudome
JoAnn Funk
Lloyd and Susan Funk
Loren and Heleen Funk
Douglas and Lisa Gaeddert
Frank and Mary Gaeddert
Gregory and Terri Gaeddert
James Gaeddert and Leda Kaufman
Joel and Crystal Gaeddert
John and Mary Gaeddert
Rebecca Gaede
Edna Galle
Bethel allowed me, in a safe environment, to explore and challenge myself personally, spiritually and professionally, and prepared me for a future full of opportunities and experiences.

NYLA FRIESEN ’75
Jeremy and Sunny Morton
Karen and Dwight Mowry
Rosemary Moyer++
Ruslin and Christine Moyer
Arlis and Lyman Miller
Berneil Rupp Mueller
Dwight Mueller
Grayson Murphy and Kate Brubacher
Nathan and Marissa Murphy
Robert and Sara Murphy
Mytown Media, Inc.
Bradley and Jodi Nachtigal
Eric Nachtigal and John Moriconi
Franklin and Helen Nachtigal
Michael and Diane Nachtigal
Samuel and Sharon Nance
National Philanthropic Trust
National Pro Shop
Carl and Tonya Neely
Emily and Jordy Nelson
Network for Good
Edward Neufeld and Sherie Surabaugh
Harry and Donna Neufeld
Jon Neufeld
Joyce Neufeld Price and Ronald Price
Justina Neufeld
Kevin Neufeld
Kristi Neufeld and Jonathan Slemmer
Marianne Neufeld
Ramon Neufeld
Robert and Rosalie Neufeld
Harold Neufeldt
Matthew Newman
Francis and Kathryn News
Newton Animal Hospital
Newton Et Cetera Shop, Inc.
Newton Medical Center
Mary Neufeld
Dennis Nguyen and Cathryn Ho
Elton and Denise Nickel
James and Becky Nickel
Kenton and Eunice Nickel
Yvette and Kevin Nickel
Virginia Niehage
Leticia and Randall Nielsen
Kermit and Sandra Nikkel
Theodore and Joan Nikkel
Tim and Hilary Nikkel
Clarence++ and Gladys Niles
Richard and Piper Njoroge
No Problimo, Inc.
Damion Norwood
James and Kimberley Nyenhuis
Oak Creek Farms, LLC
Stephen and Christa Obold Eshleman
Omaha Community Foundation
Oregon Community Foundation
Gene and Sharrie Orendorf
Joe and Ann Orendorf
Benjamin Ortiz and Lisa Goering
Arlan and Ellen Ortmann
David Ortmann and Ann Marchand
Marlo and Mavis Ortmann
Onville and Janelle Ortmann
James and Jodi Ostlund
Tony and Sondra Otto
M. Diane Overaa
Tom and Donna Overbay
Owens Bonding, Inc.
James and Debra Owens
Padro & Company, PA
David Painter
William and Lois Palmer
Laurie Pan
Eulala Pankratz
Harry and Faye Pankratz
Kevin Pankratz
Norman and Lorraine Pankratz
Stuart and Roberta Pankratz
John and Rachel Pannabecker
Papa John’s Pizza
Janet Parker
Dean and Rita Patterson
Dewayne and Elisabeth Pauls
Helen Pauls
Joleen and Herbert Pauls
Ron and Evelyn Pauls
Vernon and Janice Pauls
Arlene Pearsall
Margaret and Timothy Penner Brodie
Alvin and Susanne Penner
Bruno and Julia Penner
David and Jill Penner
Donald and Carolyn Penner
Donald and Kathryn Penner
Douglas Penner and Raylene Hinz-Penner
Glenn Penner
Joseph Penner and Erin Boers
Kathryn Penner
Kyle and Anne Penner
Lauren and Twilla Penner
Larry and Karen Penner
Marvin and Ruth Penner
Paul and Wanieta Penner
Paul Penner
Ray and Lois Penner
Ruth Ann Penner
Sara Penner
Stanley Penner and Cash Peters
Stuart and Lynnette Penner
Thomas and Paige Penner
Vicki Penner and Richard Minder
Virgil and Kaye++ Penner
Thelma and Richard Percoco
Kathleen Perkins
Alvin and Nadine Peters
Burton and Beverly Peters
Carl Peters
Christopher Peters and Carla De Las Casas
Delbert and Janine Peters
Edwin and Evelyn Peters
Jason and Renae Peters
Jeanette Peters
Joe and Lillian Peters
Kent Peters
Leron and Carol Peters
Marc and Kelli Peters
Rodney and Linda Peters
Ronald and Carol Peters
Victor and Pearlmarie Peters
Virgil and Jennie Peters
Virginia Peters
Ingrid Peters-Fransen
Anna Marie Peterson
Carl and Dianne Peterson
Carroll and Cynthia Peterson
Karrie Peterson
Mike and Carol Pettigean
Pfizer Foundation
Phillips 66 Matching Gift Program
Beth Phillips
Pine Creek Farm
Dwight Platt
Brian and Gina Polley
William++ and Jolene Poppe
Nicole Russ and Barry Porter
Michael and Darlene Powers
Carmen and Mark Powls
Doyle and Mary Jo Preheim
James and Gladys Preheim
John and Jo Ann Preheim
Laurel and Twila Preheim
Lyle and Lois Preheim
Marles and Norma++ Preheim
Peter and Lynette Preheim
Randall and Kathy Preheim
Ronald and Lois Preheim
Trent Preheim
Vern Preheim and Norma Johnson
Zachary Preheim
Roy and Tricia Prescott
Jack Pringle
Roddy and Shannon Puckett
Floyd Quenzer and Donna Houglund
Galen and LeAnne Quenzer
Daniel and Julie Quinlin
Patrick and Mary Quinn
Donald Quiring
Evelyn Quiring
Karen Quiring
R Crew, Inc.
Merrill and Boots Raber
Elizabeth Raid and Lucio Gomez++
Tonya and Jonathan Ramer Wenger
Luella Ramsey
Virginia Ramsey
Daniele Randall
Ralph and Ingeborg Ratcliff
Arlin and Janora Ratcliff
Barney and Saloma Ratcliff
Calvin and Suzanne Ratcliff
Keith Ratcliff and Treva Reimer
Marlan and Marvella Ratcliff
Mike Ratcliff
Randall and Donna Ratcliff
Richard and Verna Ratcliff
Shirley and Donald Ratcliff
Realty Connections
Bryan and Sharon Reber
Red Stag Oilfield Services, Inc.
Jeff and Yvonne Redelfs
Gary and Gloria Rediger
Carol and Robert Reece
David and Judy Regehr
Donovan and Laurie Regehr
Jared Regehr
Jordon and Emily Regehr
Justin and Tiffany Regehr
Marie Regehr
Regier Construction, Inc.
Abraham Regier and Christina Harms
Austin Regier
Chuck and Cynthia Regier
Donald and Donna Regier
Ella Regier
Through the patient guidance of my teachers, it was at Bethel that I claimed an Anabaptist perspective of faith in Christ. My experience ignited a curiosity for the scriptures and the church, which led me down the unexpected path of ministry.

BRETT KLINGENBERG ’03
Robert and Marcella Schrag  
Samuel and Luana Schrag  
Steven and Margaret Schrag  
Valerie Schrag  
Twila Schrock  
Clarence and Sylvia Schroeder  
DaLonna Schroeder  
**Duane and Lois Schroeder**  
Janice and Vern Schroeder  
Kathleen Schroeder and Richard Drake  
Randall and Lynnette Schroeder  
William and Anne Schroeder  
Christopher Schultz and Sheila Tablon  
Harold and Carolyn Schultz  
Casey and Lisa Schunn  
Robert and Diana Schunn  
Steve and Elaine Schurr  
**Schwab Charitable**  
Neal and Ariys Schwabauer  
Royce Schweitzer  
Carla Scott  
John Scott  
Gary and Sherry Scurry  
Ashley and Mandie Seabolt  
Jennifer Sears  
Jane and Douglas Seibel  
Wallace and Darlene Seibel  
John Senner  
Stanley and Patricia Senner  
Liselotte Serviss  
Miner and Valetta Seymour  
Christopher Shaw and Erik Breckenridge  
James and LaVerna Shaw  
Alma Shelly  
Andrew and Carmen Shelly  
Linda Shelly  
Patricia Shelly  
John Shepherd  
John and Elsie Sheriff  
Douglas and Michelle Shima  
Michael Shima  
Harriet Shirley Estate  
Brad Shores  
Aldena Siebert  
Bradley and Kay Siebert  
Carl and Dinah+++ Siebert  
Cay Siebert  
Chad and Lisa Siebert  
Joleen Siebert  
Karen Siebert and Timm Walker  
Mark and Sonya Siebert  
Marvin and Katherine Siebert  
Merle and Florence Siebert  
John and Iris Siemens  
**Richard and Frances Siemens**  
Luke Sigle  
Stephen and Kathryn Simmons  
Rahul and Chris Singh  
Robert and Marilyn Sjogren  
Virginia Skinner  
Ronald Sluymaker  
Randall and Kimberly Sleep  
Kimberly Mueller and Robert Slobe  
Smart Insurance  
Delbert and Michele Smith  
Donald and Rose Smith  
Edwin and Mary Smith  
Joe and Melynda Smith  
Joel and Emily Smith Goering  
Randy and Ann Smith  
Joseph Smucker and Barbara Goering  
Nathan Smucker and Greta Hiebert  
Stanley and Marlene Smucker  
Vada Snider  
Diane Sorensen  
Southern Hills Mennonite Church, Topeka, Kan.  
Frank L. Spangler Estate  
Jay Spaulding and Stephanie Beswick  
Tom and Tina Spencer  
Scott and Meng Spier  
Spinnageweb, LLC  
Dale and Charisse Sprunger  
David Sprunger and Charlotte Siemens  
Keith and Aldine Sprunger  
Mary Sprunger and Rachid Nouri  
Philip Sprunger and Elizabeth Yoder  
Squeak’s Club, Inc.  
SRMW Enterprises, Inc.  
Kim Stahl  
Gwen Stamm and Robert Eby  
Daniel and Jessi Stang  
Grace M. Starlin Trust  
State Farm Insurance Companies  
Miller and Vernabelle Stayrook  
Donald and Elsie Steelberg  
Jeffrey and Kathryn Steely  
Richard and Peggy Stein  
Steinberg Professional  
Radiology Services  
Dale and Laura Steingard  
Gary and Deanna Steingard  
Johnnie and Lori Steingard  
Tanner Steingard  
Howard and Evelyn Stenzel  
Chantell Stephens  
Sterling Services  
Kevin Stoda and Maria Stoad  
Helen Stoltzfus  
JulieAnn and Paul Stover  
Rob and Terri Strand  
John and Joan Stretcher  
Strong Roots Healthy Farming, LLC  
Fred and Joyce Stuart  
Beth and Dick Stucky  
Blaine and Teresa Stucky  
Brian and Nancy Stucky  
Bruce and Patricia Stucky  
Bryan and Danielle Stucky  
Clair Stucky  
Donna Stucky  
Eileen and Jerald Stucky  
**Eugene G. Stucky Estate**  
Franklin and Kathleen Stucky  
**Gregory and Gracia Stucky**  
Jacob and Katie Stucky  
Jerome and Kellene Stucky  
Kenneth and Barbara Stucky  
Kirk and Carla Stucky  
Kristen and Tyler Stucky  
Lowell Stucky and Sharon Koehn  
Marjean Stucky  
Marjorie Stucky  
**Mark and Diana Stucky**  
Mark and Gail Stucky  
Mary Kathryn Stucky  
Nathan and Janel Stucky  
Philip Stucky  
Reana Stucky  
Russell and Sheryl Stucky  
Sharon and Wayne Stucky  
**Stephen and Jeanette Stucky**  
Toby Stucky and Cynthia Mines  
Carolyn Stutzman  
Carole Suderman  
David Suderman and Mary Cisar  
**Elvera Suderman**  
Glenn and Lynnette Suderman  
James and Lola Suderman  
John and Alice Suderman  
John and Gwen Suderman  
**Dorotha Sundquist**  
David and Marlene Suter  
Rodney and Frances Suter  
Swamp Mennonite Church, Quakertown, Pa.  
William and Susanne Swartley  
Swiss Mennonite Cultural & Historical Association  
Thomas and Martha Szambecki  
Tabor Mennonite Church, Newton  
Steven and Susan Tangeman  
Arlene Taylor  
Elynn and Lucille Taylor  
Team Marketing Alliance, LLC  
Allan and Jean Teichroew  
Velma Teichroew  
Lawrence and Carol Temple  
Taryn Temple  
Edward and Rose Mary Temlin  
Michael and Kimberly Tenant  
Marte Teneyck  
Joseph and Karen Texeira  
Textron Foundation  
John and Barbara Thiesen  
Richard Thiesen  
Albert Thiesen  
Carl and Louise Thiesen  
Harold and Esther Thiesen  
Leilan and Marlene Thiesen  
Marvin Thiesen  
Bill and Barbara Thimm  
Brad Thimm  
John and Lori Thimm  
Larry and Kathleen Thimm  
Cloyd and Carol Thomas  
Curt and Nancy Thomas  
Stephanie and Donald Thompson  
Michael Thurber  
Galen and Nancy Tieszen  
Karl and Bonita Tieszen  
Robert and Caryl Tieszen  
Jay Tildon  
Theresa Andreas Tod and Robert Tod  
Richard Toevs  
Bruce Toews  
Dayle and William Toews  
Fritz and Margaret Toews  
**Jerry and Leann Toews**  
Katrina Toews and Aaron Aeschliman  
Topeka Landscape  
John and Diana Torline  
John Tribuiano and Veronica Vrancuta  
Alan and Jenny Troyer  
Kenneth and Karl Troyer  
Regina Troyer
Larry and Edith Tschetter
Tea and Tina Tseng
Claude and Brenda Turner
Elizabeth Tynan
U.S. Charitable Gift Trust
UBS Matching Gifts Program
United Way of Central New Mexico
Robert and Sally Unrau
Vance and Candace Unrau
Allan and DaLene Unruh
Cynthia and Daryl Unruh
Dale and Bernadette Unruh
Duane and Karen Unruh
Earl and Janice Unruh
Eleanor Unruh
Gary and Nola Unruh
Helen Ruth Unruh
Jean Ann Unruh
Joann Unruh
Karen Unruh
Kenneth Unruh
Lee and Elaine Unruh
Nicolette Unruh
Paul and Lois Unruh
Robert and Connie Unruh
Verney L. and Belva Unruh Estate
Wayne and Helen Unruh
USD 311-Pretty Prairie, Kan.
Krystal Uthe
Laurel Uznanski
Rachel Senner Van Wingen
Janet and Richard VanDyke
Vanguard Charitable
Jennie Villa
Visual Recollection
Vogts Construction Company
Alan and Jennifer Vogts
Vogts-Parga Construction, LLC
Voran Home Inspections, Inc.
Benjamin and Janet Voran
Brent and Cora Voran
Ellen Ruth Voran
Max and Irma Voran
Myron and Mildred Voran
Omar and Carolyn Voran
Aaron and Michelle Voth
Bill and Nada Voth
Brian Voth and Gayle Funk
Gary and Gladys Voth
Helen Voth
James and Barbara Voth
Josephine Voth
Krista Voth
Leland and Joanne Voth
Lester and Lois Voth
Martha Voth
Marvin Voth
Melvin and Mary Sue Voth
Michael and Dawn Voth
Nadine and John Voth
Orvin and Janet Voth
Roy Voth
Stanley and Donna Voth
Vox, LLC
Lon and Barbara Walker
Richard and Ann Walker
Elmer and Winifred Wall
Barbara Wallace
Chris and Catrina Wallace
Kellen and Joyce Walters
Anne and Rolf Waltner
Laura and Tim O. Waltner, M.D.
Lenore Waltner
Robert and Barbara Waltner
Carol and Martin Ward
Margaret and Frank++ Ward
Byron and Marjorie Warta
Joyce Watts
Jerry and Cathy Weaver
Ken and Jill Weaver
Curtis and Shelly Weavercy
James and Jean Weber
Sarah Weber
Alan and Sandy Wedel
Allen Wedel
Amy Wedel
Geneva Wedel
Gerald and Joyce Wedel
Janine Wedel
Kenneth and Dardanella Wedel
Kermit and Kathleen Wedel
Kip and Anna Wedel
Mark and Carolyn Wedel
Norman and Nadine Wedel
Robert and Rozanna Wedel
Russell and Debra Wedel
Mark and Kay Weidner
West Branch Excavating, LLC
Western District Conference
Western District Women in Mission
Bruce and Sandra Wetzel
Anna and James White
Connie and Jeffrey White
Garrett and Maranda Whorton
Jim and Susan Wickiser
Brian and Brenda Wiebe
Clark and Anna Marie Wiebe
Dorothy and Wilbert Wiebe
Kenneth Wiebe
Leonard and Joan Wiebe
Orletta Wiebe
Paul and Eleanor Wiebe
Willard Wiebe
Patrick and Janel Wiederholt
Jerilyn Wieler
Arthur Wiens
Barbara Wiens
Darrell Wiens and Arleen Cook
Donald and Doris Wiens
ElRoy and Loretta Wiens
Emerson and LaWanda Wiens
Karen Wiens and Lynn Roth
Martin Wiens
Robert and Dorothy Wiens
Stanley Wiens and Becky Roth
Jeff and Tracy Williams
Reginal and Yvonne Williamson
Carol and Richard Williamson
Dana and Calvin Williamson
Willowbend Golf Club
David and Kristi Wilson
Kay Wilson
Leroy and Sheryl Wilson
Wimer Family Charitable Foundation
Wisdom Pumps, LLC
Walter and Sherryl Wolff
Naomi Wollmann
Scott and Cristina Woodall
Chelsie and Jacob Woodland
Bruce and Janice Woods
Maurine Woods
Laurel and Ben Woodward-Breckbill
Wray Roofing, Inc.
Kathryn and Kevin Wray
Janet Wright
Wurth Service Supply
James and Betty Wyckoff
Darlene and Ted Wynne
expressions by Kim
Ann and Robert Yeoman
Scott and Chelsea Yerges
Allan and Jolene Yoder
Darvin Yoder and Martha Becker Yoder
Edwin and Clara Yoder
Ezra and Faye Yoder
Jene and Jerry Yoder
Lawrence W. Yoder++
Leona and Olen Yoder
Marcus and Vonna Yoder
Norman and Linda Yoder
Carol Young
Robin Young
Karen Zehr
Marvin and Jeannie Zehr
William and Edith Zehr Charitable Trust
Randall and Janette Zercher
David and Crystal Zerger
John and Sandra Zerger
Jonathan Zerger and Heather Esau Zerger
Joseph and Beverly Zerger
Joyce M. Zerger
Kirsten Zerger and Sanford Nathan
Rebecca Zerger
Richard and Donna Zerger
Theodore and Vera Zerger
Timothy and Christine Zerger
Tom Zerger and B.D. Zamora
William and Carol Zerger
Karen and Leon Zeug
Bingbing Feng and Guiyun Zhou
Dorothy Zimmerman
Roger Zimmerman
Zion Mennonite Church, Elbing, Kan.
Donald and Natalie Zook
Melanie Zuercher
William and Joyce Zuercher